Archeologists conducting a pedestrian survey during the winter drawdown of a lake
in Kentucky for ARRA (2010) Section 110 Project, Louisville District

NHPA Section 110 Compliance
Cultural Resources Investigations

Location: Nationwide
Date: 2012
Client: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers St. Louis District

This project serviced both the Mandatory Center for Expertise and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers—St. Louis District as they teamed
together to develop a nationwide program that would increase their ability to consider and plan for cultural resources.
The St. Louis District used the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) funds to conduct this work in their continental U.S.
Districts, as authorized under Section 110 of NHPA. Commonwealth was awarded the northeast part of the United States and was
responsible for investigations that occurred from New England to Jacksonville, Florida. The project expanded to multiple districts, with
Commonwealth conducting work across 20 states and Puerto Rico.
Because this project was geographically diverse, Commonwealth assembled a team from seven firms with offices in 13 states. Projects
varied by district depending on the resources owned and previously completed work. Project duties and responsibilities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Archaeological surveys of shoreline resources in Louisville, Baltimore, Huntington, and St. Louis districts
Archaeological sensitivity modeling in Philadelphia and St. Louis districts
Phase I archaeological survey in Baltimore, Buffalo, Nashville, Norfolk, Pittsburgh, and St. Louis districts
Geoarchaeological investigation of the Mississippi and Illinois rivers (St. Paul and St. Louis districts)
Historic architectural surveys in Detroit, Jacksonville, and Norfolk districts
National Register nominations in Jacksonville, Pittsburgh, and Detroit district
District library digitization of reports, previous survey areas, maps, and aerial photographs of Chicago, Philadelphia, St. Paul, and
New Orleans districts
Underwater archaeological investigations in New York districts
Geophysical prospecting in Norfolk and Nashville districts
Phase II site evaluations in New England, New York, Pittsburgh, Rock Island, and Buffalo districts
National Register evaluations of dams in Pittsburgh districts
Curation project in New York districts
GIS cultural resources geo-database and GIS data digitization at Louisiana SHPO in New Orleans
District specific geospatial databases for individual districts
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